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An all-purpose, orange colored ice melting compound, e�ective all the way down to 0°F. 
Krusher Ice Melt crystals will give visible coverage on ice and snow, letting the end user get 
maximum coverage. This product is safe on grass, shrubs, carpet, concrete, and skin when 
used as directed and will not leave any oily residue or tracking problems. Designed for use 
on sidewalks, stairs, driveways, ramps, platforms, parking lots, under car wheels, wherever 
traction is needed to reduce risk of accidents or injury. 

FORMULATION:
   - Consists of sodium chloride, potassium chloride, calcium chloride, and an 
     orange non-staining dye. 

RECOMMENDED FOR:
    Sidewalks   l   Steps   l   Entryways   l   Driveways   l   Parking Lots   l   Loading Docks and Ramps
    - Anywhere traction is needed to reduce risk of injury

TYPICAL PRODUCT DATA: (not to be considered speci�cations) 
   Appearance: Orange crystals; odorless.                        
   Density: 1.12g/ml (9.33 lbs/gal) (approximate)

PACKAGING:
   - 50 lb Poly Bag

Item #211780_BG

APPLICATION:
   - Using work gloves or scoop, sprinkle lightly and evenly over ice surface - about 2 pounds per 
200 sq. feet. {One pound co�ee can hold approx. 2 lbs product). Thawing begins immediately. As 
soon as ice is melted, slush and water should be promptly removed to prevent refreezing. The 
cycle of refreezing and thawing by natural weather elements can cause damage to concrete. The 
use of an ice melting agent increases these cycles, and are factors over which we have no 
control. Do not use on new concrete (concrete less than one year old).

SPECIFICATIONS:

KRUSHER
snow and ice melting

compound has
EASY APPLICATION

with color indicator, is
COST EFFECTIVE,

and has 
TRACTION CONTROL

to help prevent slipping

Registrations EPA

Dilution RTU

pH Level < 1.0

Color Pink

Fragrance Acidic


